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Small Wonders Portable GPS units do more than navigate . . .
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It’s important to note that neither of these systems vividly remember my first exposure to global positioning systems (GPS) at an aviation trade show in about 1985. are certificated or approved by the FAA for sole-source The GPS was not yet officially up and running, but there IFR navigation. The certification process for avionics is were enough “proof of concept” satellites in orbit to provide a long and arduous one, and it’s expensive. Thus, it’s partial coverage. A major avionics manufacturer equipped become normal to see capabilities in handheld systems one of the shuttle buses that ferried visitors from the con- that are often several years in advance of those availvention hall to the airport with a GPS, complete with a big- able for certificated systems. No, you can’t depend on screen CRT display that showed the bus’s position on a road non-certificated handhelds for primary flight or navimap. During the one or two daily 45-minute periods when gation information…but if your aircraft has the minienough satellites were in view for GPS to work, we were mum FAA-mandated equipment for your type of flight operation, there’s no reason you can’t cross-check the astonished at the system’s accuracy and stability. Typically, this shuttle bus held about 16 passengers. heck out of the panel with your handheld or or yokeFor the GPS demo, there was room for no more than eight mounted portable! Originally developed by and for the U.S. military, civilor 10; the entire area from the side door to the back was devoted to the GPS receiver, mounted in several 6-foot- ian GPS use exploded in the 1990s, when the full satellite constellation came online and the military turned tall equipment racks. off selective availability, which Fast-forward to the 1989 Paris Air degraded civilian accuracy. GPS Show. For my flight home in the SABendix/King and found applications in every aspect 32T, a turboprop military trainer based of life, and the economies of scale on the Swearingen SX-300, I persuaded Anywhere Map both led to skyrocketing capabilities and Trimble Navigation to lend me its first offer a hitherto plummeting prices and receiver size. portable GPS receiver, the Trimpack, unavailable level of Moving maps replaced navigation about the size and weight of a hardnumbers and led to the detailed fullback Tom Clancy thriller and selling performance. . . color database-driven graphics we well at $5,000. Accurate to around 50 take for granted today. Rare is the feet in optimum conditions, it had no database or graphic display but would store 26 waypoints big-box store that doesn’t carry a selection of automotive in latitude/longitude format and displayed distance, bear- navigators, with a database of almost every road in the ing, and groundspeed numbers. This was a big improve- continental United States, starting at less than $200. The aviation market, alas, is much smaller. Garmin’s GPSment over LORAN C, which was accurate to 600 feet and had a big mid-Atlantic coverage gap. The GPS constel- MAP 195 was the first of the big screen aviation map units. lation wasn’t yet complete, but with some careful flight With a 4-grayscale display, it came out in 1996 and cost planning I could depend on coverage when I needed it. $1,200. It’s 2003 successor, the GPSMap 196, had the same (For a detailed explanation of how GPS finds itself, visit screen size, now with a much higher resolution and 12 gray scales, and included automotive and marine modes, as well www.NASM.SI.edu/gps/work.html.) Recently, we’ve seen a spate of development in portable as its default aviation databases of airports, navaids, and GPS navigators for aircraft. Where the business world was other information. It remains in production and has a manuresponsible for the development of PDAs, it’s been GPS— facturer’s suggested retail price (MSRP) of $595. GPS is an integral part of new “smartphones” that specifically its road navigation application—that’s been the driver (pun intended) behind a new crop of extremely download applications to increase their capabilities as powerful pocket-size devices aimed directly at the airborne PDAs, MP3 players, and GPS navigators. Considering how navigation market. Both Bendix/King (with its AV8OR) and far technology has come since my 1985 bus ride, it’s no Anywhere Map (with its Anywhere Travel Companion), small stretch to see the day when the next generation of use these platforms to offer a hitherto unavailable level of smartphones will have plug-in systems for all forms of aerial and surface transportation. performance and capability versus price.
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BENDIX/KING AV8OR: NEW KID ON THE BLOCK and it can be dragged to highlight a point of interest Bendix/King’s past couple of forays into the portable such as an airport, obstruction, navaid, or special-use field were good products, but they never really caught airspace. A pop-up window then gives more information on with major sales. The KLX-100 was a hefty handheld about that point. GPS/comm incorporating an aviation database with Tapping the map also turns on both the plus and a basic “stick map” display and a 720-channel comm minus keys to zoom the range in and out, and a menu transceiver; it worked well but had a voracious appe- of “softkeys” along the right side of the screen control tite for AA batteries. Later, the firm adopted a series of system functions. Unused for a few seconds, these keys portable map-display GPS units originally developed by disappear to leave more room for the actual map preU.K. manufacturer Skyforce; these evolved into Bendix/ sentation. A band of small user-defined windows on the King’s own KMD-250 panel-mounted multi-function map’s left side display distance, groundspeed, bearing to display (MFD). the next waypoint, etc. If more windows are available Now Bendix/King has adapted the KMD-250’s soft- than can be shown, a simple fingertip drag moves the ware, added some important features, and packaged the windows up and down like a filmstrip. entire system into a pocket-size unit A nifty profile view of the flight called the AV8OR. Its physical platpath shows terrain and obstacles, Installing software form appears to be based on an autogiving a one-glance cue to adequate motive GPS that includes a built-in clearance ahead. It reduces the plan updates is simple: GPS receiver, a 400-MHz Samsung view by about a quarter, but the leftmicroprocessor, and a 4.3-inch touch hand readouts are undisturbed. download them from screen with 480-by-272 resolution. Touch inputs respond instantly According to a label in the com(with a click that’s audible in all the Internet, connect partment for the (removable, cell but the loudest of cockpits). Fields phone-type) battery, the AV8OR uses requiring text or numerical input the AV8OR to your the Windows CE Core 5.0 operatautomatically bring up a legible computer . . . and the ing system kernel. Its actual air and full-screen QWERTY keyboard that’s ground navigation “smarts” reside usable even in rough air. I haven’t rest is automatic. on a 4-gigabyte Secure Digital (SD) had a chance to test this next feature card that plugs into the side. in-flight, but a “traffic” screen is In aviation mode, the main or “master” display is provided to interface with the Zaon XRX portable traffic a map screen; terrain, color-coded for mean sea level warning system. (MSL) altitude, can be turned on or off. Terrain resoluWhen selected, the “terrain” screen displays colortion appears to be about 900 feet. coded (black, green, yellow, and red) terrain relative to Normally, the map scrolls under the airplane symbol the current altitude rather than in MSL elevations. Over centered near the bottom of the screen. However, tap- this is the course line and left-hand data windows. If the ping the map turns on a pointer where the finger hits, projected course approaches an obstacle threat, a small



Garmin’s GPSMap 496 set the standard for compact-screen portable navigators. With weather and terrain warning, it provides light-aircraft pilots with more information than was available to airline captains of not-so-long ago.
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Touch-screen navigation represents a big advance in portable GPS navigators. The Bendix/King AV8OR builds on software from previous generations of aviation products.



circle around it will turn red (if at sufficiently low-range settings). At present there are no audio warnings for terrain or obstacle threats. The current software release (1.04) displays limited weather, (lightning and graphical METARs, or aviation routine weather reports) on the main map. For the rest of the weather pilots must change pages and select the desired product (radar, satellite, airman’s meteorological information, temporary flight restrictions [TFRs], etc.). Radar, echo tops, radar coverage, and graphical METARs can be shown concurrently; there’s no looping (ani-



mation), but it’s coming later this year. METARs and terminal area forcasts (TAFs) are also available in text form. I couldn’t find winds aloft, another item that should appear in the future. Installing software updates is simple: download them from the Internet, connect the AV8OR to your computer with the provided USB cable, and the rest is automatic. The same cable can be used to store music, audiobooks, or even videos on the unit if desired. All the additional aviation GPS functions we take for granted are also present: create, store, and follow
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or now, the de facto standard for a “do everything” portable GPS would be the Garmin GPSMAP 496 (and its immediate predecessor, the model 396). Both units sport full-color, 3.8-inch screens and include integrated receivers for downloaded XM weather, as well as a terrain database and obstacle/ terrain warning capability. With a street price around $2,500, the 496 provides the expected moving-map GPS navigation features supported by a Jeppesen aviation database and databases of U.S. terrain and obstacles. In terrain mode, the unit gives terrain avoidance warning system-like warnings and alerts when the ground and flight path get too close. With a subscription to XM weather, the 496 displays real-time weather including NEXRAD,



METAR, TAF, TFR, lightning, and wind, just like the terrain display. An additional XM subscription will also deliver nearly 200 channels of XM Satellite Radio. Add a Garmin Mode S transponder, and the 496 will display traffic information service alerts. Enabled with the wide area augmentation system (WAAS), the 496 also has automotive and marine modes with built-in base maps. Detailed marine maps on plugand-play data cards are extra. In auto mode, the 496 will tell you when and which way to turn to reach the selected point of interest. It has a host of other features, including an HSI page and a built-in logbook that tracks your hours and automatically records your departure and arrival locations. The 496 displays flight over contour terrain mapping, and pilots can program



their alert clearance levels. The database includes private airports and heliports, not to mention AOPA’s Airport Directory, which gives details for more than 5,300 airports and the services available. Garmin’s SafeTaxi provides detailed diagrams of more than 850 airports. Smart Airspace automatically identifies what airspace lies ahead at the airplane’s altitude. At the AOPA Expo late last year, Garmin introduced the GPSMAP 696. Building on the 496’s capabilities in a tablet-size GPS navigator, Garmin calls it a portable MFD (MSRP $3,595). From 496 to 696? I had to ask Garmin’s Tim Casey what happened to the 596; he merely smiled and said, “There are touch screens in our future.” —Scott Spangler, Peter Lert
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multiple flight plans; a flight logging function; and a complete database of airports, navaids, and similar data. Flight plans generated offline with Jeppesen’s FliteStar program can be uploaded to the unit. The AV8OR also offers considerable non-aviation capability, beginning with a road navigation software suite from Nav N Go. Voice output is provided for turnby-turn directions—the unit can say “turn left in a quarter of a mile,” but it can’t say “turn left on Elm Street.” Street names do appear on-screen. The AV8OR’s Bluetooth system also works with a cell phone for hands-free calls. And it stores and plays music, videos, audiobooks, and photos, limited by its 64 megabytes of memory. Larger files can be stored on SD cards, but this would preclude navigation, since the road and air databases (as well as the higher-level navigation programs) reside on a 4-megabyte SD card that would have to be removed to accommodate media storage. At present, there’s no provision to control XM radio entertainment features; that, too, may come with future software updates.



ANY WHERE MAP’S ANY WHERE TRAVEL COMPANION (ATC) From a modest beginning offering a basic GPS mapping program for Windows-based PDAs, Anywhere Map has grown to encompass a product line running on platforms ranging from PDAs all the way up to tablet or laptop computers. Anywhere Map has had a long and successful relationship with Hewlett-Packard and its iPAQ line of PDAs, so when HP introduced the iPAQ Travel Companion 300 for the high-end automotive navigation market, it was a natural choice for the new Anywhere Map software suite. In capability and performance, the new ATC software stands closer to Anywhere Map XP for tablet/laptop computers than it does the original Anywhere Map WX for computers. With the same size screen as the AV8OR, the ATC is powered by a 600-MHz SiRF Titan dual-core processor with an integrated GPS receiver, 128 megabytes of dynamic memory, up to 2 gigabytes ROM for program storage, and a screen resolution of 800-by480 compared to the AV8OR’s 480-by-272. It has a Bluetooth interface for WxWorx weather and cell phone, and it plays audio or video files stored on an SD card, but not concurrently with its navigation application, as far as I could determine. Road navigation is simple, effective, and similar to that of the AV8OR. Taking full advantage of the high-resolution touch screen, the master map screen uses every pixel of it. Sliding a finger along the screen’s right side (or using a scroll wheel on the case’s side, if you prefer) controls the zoom. Touching the lower left corner of the screen brings up icons that control all other functions. Even with them all displayed along both sides of the screen, there’s still room for plenty of information. Although overall the higher resolution may not be an overwhelmingly important issue—the screen of the AV8OR is certainly quite adequate—the ATC’s display is more crisp and Anywhere Map’s ATC incorporates all the usual GPS navigator functions, as well as an detailed. Short of a full Garmin overlaid weather display. It is one of best of the recent generation of portable navigators G1000 glass cockpit, it’s the best screen I’ve seen in the for the aviation market. air, including high-end panelmounted systems. With an MSRP of $749 and street prices as low as the Over the base map, the masmid-$600s, this unit represents good value. The AV8OR ter display includes a 360-degree horizontal situation unit comes with AC charger, DC power cable, a pair indicator (HSI) or electronic flight instrument systemof stereo earbuds, a remote GPS antenna (although in style arc complete with course deviation needle, or many aircraft the internal one would be all you’d ever you can select a radio magnetic indicator needle that need), aircraft yoke and automobile windshield mounts, points to waypoints as well as navaids. You can also and a carrying case. add turn rate and vertical speed indicators. 38
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There are no separate weather screens; the desired weather information is displayed as an overlay, and next generation weather radar (NEXRAD) can be looped (animated). The map is almost infinitely customizable, allowing users to display such things as airports, navaids, special use airspace, airways, surface features, and TFRs (which WxWorx automatically downloads). To avoid confusion, pilots can select up to six different views, setting up and naming each one individually. Terrain is displayed in 0.5-by-1 nautical mile blocks, but this may change because Anywhere Map’s tablet software displays 90-meter blocks (about 300 feet). If desired, the blocks can be labeled with their maximum altitudes for quick numerical reference, but it’s easier to have the system only display terrain higher than the flight altitude in red. An extensive obstacle database provides both visual and audio warnings (a beep on the unit’s internal speaker). Anywhere Map has always been particularly concerned about safety. In addition to the terrain and obstacle warnings, the company offers what it calls “cones of safety” for single-engine aircraft. Enter the airplane’s glide performance, and each airport on the map is surrounded by a green circle that expands and contracts based on your above-ground-level (agl) altitude. As long as you’re inside the circle (and have been honest about glide performance—it’s best to trust the pilot’s operating handbook), you should be able to glide to the airport. No allowance is made for wind or traffic pattern. If flying a single at night, in the right circumstances you could climb until the circles along your route merge, increasing your chances of putting down at an airport, even an unlighted one, in an emergency. The ATC offers an improved emergency mode: When you select an airport, ATC gives a direct course to it, and an arc representing where your current descent path will meet the ground. The arc is calculated from actual groundspeed and descent rate, and it corrects for wind and airspeed changes; if you can keep the arc on the far side of the airport, you should arrive with sufficient altitude to maneuver. When interfaced with the Zaon XRX traffic warning system, detected traffic appears as



Garmin’s latest portable is the 696/695 series (the less expensive 695 does not include the XM Weather receiver). With it’s large screen, the unit is approved as an electronic flight bag for IFR operation. Garmin also makes a panel-mount version for light-sport and experimental aircraft.



dots in their relative positions. Tap them and the map zooms to a 6-mile scale and displays target icons complete with altitude and altitude trend data. ATC also performs the expected gamut of GPS functions, including intuitive flight planning that draws on the airport and navaid database and on AOPA’s
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ife is too short to fly without realtime weather, and having realtime weather may well keep life from becoming shorter. It’s integrated in the Garmin 396 and 496, but the most common way to get it with other systems is WxWorx, a portable XM receiver about the size of a paperback book (6.125 inches wide, 4.375 deep, 1.75 high) that feeds XM subscription services (weather and/or radio) to a number of different displays via cable or Bluetooth. Of all the XM weather services, NEXRAD is perhaps the most valuable, especially when displayed on the big touch screens.



Actually, the NEXRAD display is not quite real time, because radar date can take up to 12 minutes to reach the screen of the airborne display. Multiply that time by your cruising speed and it should be clear that prudent pilots won’t use it to find their way around embedded storms. But it will show storms over the horizon and give pilots ample time to find a better course. Setting up the WxWorx receiver is pretty painless: stash the box somewhere out of the way, give it power from the airplane’s cigarette lighter (or in an experimental ship, wire it into the



electrical system), and put its inch-square antenna someplace where it can see the sky. Both AV8OR and ATC connect to WxWorx via Bluetooth, so no wires are required. If you subscribe to XM radio, you will need an audio wire to feed the entertainment to your audio system or headset. By itself, the WxWorx receiver sells for $500 to about $650, depending on the interface, wire or Bluetooth. Bendix/King bundles the WxWorx with the AV8OR, which reduces the price up to $250. XM weather subscriptions start at $29.99 a month. —Peter Lert EAA Sport Aviation
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Airport Directory information, which includes fixed (see sidebar), which provides the supplemental GPS base operators and nearby food, lodging, and other navigation and related services—is an individual deciservices. With WxWorx, text weather—with plain- sion that should be based on more than price. How do language METARs—appears on the same page. It shows the features match your aviation needs, and how easyour position on airport diagrams and automatically ily can you integrate the systems in the airplane you receives and displays TFRs. The unit also interfaces normally fly? with 100LL.com and gives fuel prices. Finally, it can Both the AV8OR and ATC have similar GPS engines generate a synthetic instrument landing system for (made by SiRF) they acquire satellites and give a 3-D any runway; obviously it’s not a legal approach, but position in less than a minute. In most airplanes, with it’s helpful when approaching an unfamiliar airport, a yoke mount, the internal antennas have an adequate especially at night. view of the sky. If they don’t, putting the external Pocket Plates, a $199 option, disantenna (standard with the AV8OR, plays all 15,000-odd pages of NACO optional with ATC) on the glareshield (National Aeronautical Charting solves any problems. XM radio servicOffice) U.S. instrument approach es, whether WxWorx or the Garmin’s data. On a tablet computer the built-in receiver, require their own Take the time to program displays the full-size plate, additional glareshield antenna. get hands-on with and the high-resolution ATC screen Ultimately, GPS technology should displays an eminently readable plan make flying easier by reducing pilot the units at a local view of the approach at a reduced workload, not giving pilots another size that can be zoomed in on. reason to keep their eyes in the cockdealer or aviation The displays are geo-referenced, so pit. Take the time to get hands-on a miniature airplane shows your with the units at a local dealer or aviaevent . . . position on the approach chart. tion event, where the manufacturers On a tablet computer, Pocket Plates exhibit and explain their wares. Perputs the plates over dynamic terhaps the hardest part of the decisionrain data (meaning terrain color changes with flight making process is knowing that something new is altitude), and the company is beta testing this feature always on the horizon. on the ATC. Anywhere Map says the program meets Anyone who’s been to a Best Buy or Costco lately the requirements of Part 91 for an electronic flight cannot avoid noticing that Garmin manufactures bag, substituting for paper charts, if pilots keep the a whole line of impressive Nüvi automotive GPS plate database current, which requires an annual $145 navigators—many offering not only a wide range of subscription and an Internet connection. The sub- advanced features, but also the same 4.3-inch touch scription includes a version that lets you print plates screen as used by the units we’ve just discussed. As for a “trip kit.” this is written, Garmin just announced that it’ll also All of these features come with a price: display be producing a range of NüviPhones using Google’s speed. While the ATC’s dual-core processor is faster new Android operating system. Could a NüviAtor be than that in the AV8OR, it’s driving almost three far behind? times as many pixels and working harder to comStay tuned… bine a lot more information on one map screen. As a result, it sometimes responds significantly slower to Peter Lert started flying sailplanes as a high school student pilot inputs than the AV8OR, and it locked up several in Switzerland in 1964. He’s built a Lazair ultralight and times, typically when asked to do too many things owns a vintage Swiss Diamant sailplane, and is currently at once, like reacquiring a lost GPS signal while anian air ambulance pilot in northern California. mating a NEXRAD image sent via Bluetooth from the WxWorx receiver and tuning XM radio to my favorite classical channel. In every case, poking the reset button with the stylus or a ballpoint brought it back to life in a minute or so, but it lost the last 12 minutes of weather data. Anywhere Map says its programmers Anywhere Map ATC www.AnywhereMap.com are working to improve the response rate and prevent 800-292-1160 future lockups. Anywhere Map ATC’s MSRP is $595; Bluetooth XM Bendix/King AV8OR www.BendixKing.com/AV8OR weather capabilities add $750, for a total of $1,345. It Call a local dealer. comes with AC and aircraft power cords, USB update cable, and yoke and car windshield mounts. Pocket Garmin 396/496 www.Garmin.com Plates adds another $199, bringing the total to $1,544. Call a local dealer. Annual subscriptions, for aviation databases and XM services are extra. WxWorx www.WxWorx.com



SUPPLEMENTAL DECISIONS With the growing list of features, deciding which system—the ATC, AV8OR, or Garmin 396/496/696 40
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